Bifunctional nanomaterial Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell is a kind of nanoparticle that includes magnetic iron oxide core with gold coated. It can be used in can achieve the controllable and tunable electromagnetic field enhancement and may open up exciting opportunities to engineer new materials used in biomedical applications. This research work aims at theoretical investigating the basic optical absorption property of Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell with varying number particles, inter-particle distance, and direction of incident light using the discrete dipole approximation method (DDA) in the wavelength of visible to near-infrared ranges of the electromagnetic wave spectrum. The results were observed that these parameters can be enhanced optical light absorption and tuned the LSPR peak position. The obtained results might be used for basic fabricating the more performance specific applications like a drug in life science.
INTRODUCTION
Nanostructured materials which at least one dimension the particle size is between 1 nm to 100 nm have been attracted great attention of scientists due to their properties including optical, magnetic, specific heat, melting point, surface activities, chemical and biological properties are highly size dependent compared to their bulk counterparts. Also, iron oxide nanomaterial of magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) which its particle size smaller than 20 nm can be considered in the range of a single domain and exhibits a superparamagnetic property [1] [2] . A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), medical imaging technique using a strong magnetic field and radio waves for body diagnosis, is a major application [2] [3] . Moreover, typical metal nanoparticles (NPs) of gold (Au) and silver (Ag) have great attracted in many applications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] due to exhibiting of surface plasmon (SP) phenomena and optical activity.
SP is electromagnetic (EM) waves coupled to the collective oscillations of the conduction electron in an interface between two media with permittivities with opposite sign such as between metal and dielectric. It can be either propagating called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) or propagating surface plasmons, in the planar bulk metal surface or localized surface plasmon (LSP), in the case of NPs. At certainly excited photon energy, the collective oscillations of this electron interact the most efficiently with the incident photon, result in a maximum light absorption. This is defined as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). However, nanomaterials consisting of single component usually contain only one unique property of one active in gradient. Therefore, the intense research in the development of nanoparticles (NPs) that combine multiple functions or properties not obtainable in individual materials is motivated by the scientists to obtain new materials in order to further many applications. Also, nanoparticles composed of a Fe 3 O 4 core, well known as magnetic properties, and continuous plasmonic (Au or Ag) shell layers, non-magnetic material but shown SP properties, for example, are of increasing interest for biomedicine application [9] [10] [11] [12] . This article the only optical absorption property in multicomponent Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell nanoparticle embedded in water will be theoretically investigated. The surface plasmon resonance was indicated that it can be enhanced and tuned by adjusting the inter-particle distance and number of particles in the particle-chain. This study will contribute to better understanding about the optical properties which should be obtained from the construction or synthesis the Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell bifunctional nanostructures for the associated applications.
EXPERIMENTAL

Computational details
The optical absorption efficiencies of the composite Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell nanoparticle were calculated based on the DDA theory 13 . This theory, the object in arbitrary shape is replaced with an assembly of N point dipoles in which the polarizability and positions are specified as a i and r i , respectively. The polarization induced P i in each particle in the presence of an applied field is then described by Eq.
(1):
where E loc is the sum of the incident field and the contribution from all other N-1 dipoles. When this polarization is obtained, the absorption, scattering and extinction cross sections of light can be calculated by Eqs. (2)-(4): Im(E P ),
.
Equations (2) and (3), '*' symbol stands for the conjugate of a complex variable, k is the wave number and E 0 is the amplitude of incident electric field. And scattering, absorption and extinction efficiencies can be obtained by divided the optical cross section by their cross section area of the particle. For the composite nanoparticle assumed to be spherical, with a Fe 3 O 4 core (ε c ) of radius b , surrounded by a shell of gold (ε b ) to outer radius a, much less than the wavelength of light being considered. The composite particle's dielectric function ε s is found to be where f c = (b/c) 3 is the internal volume fraction. Eventually, the absorption cross sections can be calculated using equation (3) . In this calculation, the dielectric constants for Fe 3 O 4 were taken from Ref. 15 . The Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell nanoparticle size was taken from Lim and co-workers 9 . The dielectric constants for metal NPs were extracted from the experimental results in Ref. 16 . The dielectric constant of water which was used as the surrounding medium due is 1.77.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculated absorbance spectra of bimetallic nanoparticles (NPs) of inter-particles distance were fixed, but the number of particles was varied between two particles to four particles. Fig. 2 show the absorption efficiency of the Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell NPs aligned perpendicular to the propagation direction and parallel to the polarization direction of light. On the other hand in Fig. 3 , the Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell NPs axis was aligned perpendicular to both the propagation direction and the polarization direction of light. First observation, by compared with the pure Fe 3 O 4 NP that was not obviously found the LSPR peaks, the absorption efficiency can be enhanced after coating plasmonic particle of Au nanolayer on the Fe 3 O 4 core. In addition for in Fig. 2 , it was observed that the increasing of the number particles from 1 particle to 3 particles the LSPR peak position shifts to the red light in visible region of EM wave compared with Au spectrum (LSPR peak position at ~ 520 nm). The LSPR peak positions were strongly observed at 602 nm, ~ 686 nm and ~ 786 nm for nanostructured of 1 particle, 2 particles, and 3 particles, respectively. Whereas aligning particles axis perpendicular to both the propagation direction and the polarization direction of light, blue-shifted was observed as seen in Fig.  3 . Last calculation, shown in Fig. 4 , the absorption spectra obtained from the closely two Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell NPs were calculated. In the calculation, these particles (fixed particles size) were aligned on the x-axis perpendicular to the propagation direction and parallel to the polarization direction of light. The inter-particles distance was varied between 12 nm to 100 nm. The obtained results were observed that the LSPR peak position was found at ~1080 nm for 12 nm of particles distance and shifts to shorter wavelength of 820 nm, ~734 nm, ~692 and ~602 nm as the inter-particles distance changed to 13 nm, 14 nm, 15 nm and 100 nm, respectively. And it is clearly in Fig. 5 that shows the LSPR peak as a function of the inter-particles distance. It was found that the absorption peak position shifts to shorter wavelength nonlinearly with exponential-like decrease function.
The shifted resonance peak position can be qualitative explained 17 that first due to the object in arbitrary shape in DDA model is replaced with an assembly of N point dipoles. Therefore, the aligning particles axis parallel to the polarized light direction the plasma electron distributions of all particles is therefore perturbed with the weakening of the repulsive forces of the field. This effect leads to a correspondingly lower resonance frequency or longer wavelength as seen in the simulated results Figs. 2. In contrast, when the excited electric field incidents normal to the longer particles axis the charge distributions of each particle acts cooperatively to enhance the repulsive action in all particles, thus decreasing the resonance wavelength as seen in Figs. 3. The second explanation is the plasmon modes coupling theory 18 which two distinct plasmon modes of an outer-shell surface sphere mode and an inner-shell surface cavity mode of Au shell are produced. Therefore, the splitting into two new modes of higher frequency plasmon mode and lower frequency plasmon mode is induced. This phenomenon influences the changing of LSPR peak position. It is well known that the spectral location of the LSPR is sensitive to the change of the environmental refractive index. Consequently, the high refractive index, ~3-5 in the visible region, the effect of Fe 3 O 4 on the SPR frequency is large, leading to the enhancement of absorption spectra. The obtained results were found that it should be possible to shift the LSPRs frequency into the nearinfrared region (NIR) of the spectrum by increase the number particle and inter-particles distance as seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the optical absorption property of the Fe 3 O 4 @Au core-shell NPs with varying their number particle, inter-particle distance and direction of polarization and propagation of incident light were studied using the DDA method. The results found that the coating of Au nanolayer on a Fe 3 O 4 spherical nanoparticle in the water which is the main component solution in the human body shows strongly LSPR induced. Moreover, the results revealed that the resonance peak of LSPR can be tuned over wavelength from the visible to the near-infrared region of the spectrum. Thus, the basic results of this study might be used for basic fabricating the more performance specific applications like a drug in life science.
